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1 Motivation
In traditional feedback control, a single sampling frequency
is used for all control loops and increasing performance requirements typically lead to an increase of the sampling frequency. This is often very costly in terms of required hardware and hence there exists a trade-off between performance
and cost-effectiveness, see Figure 1. Usually, this high sampling frequency is only required for some of the control
loops, and not necessary in the other loops. Therefore, the
trade-off can be ameliorated by use of multi-rate control:
using different sampling frequencies in the different control
loops.
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is the positioning of the wafer stage containing the wafer
with ICs. The wafer stage covers a stroke of a meter, while
at the same time it achieves a position accuracy in the order
of nanometers. The large ratio between stroke and accuracy
is often addressed using a dual stage approach: a coarse
stage (long stroke) used for micrometer accuracy, with on
top a fine stage (short stroke) used for nanometer position
accuracy. Since the long stroke requires a much lower accuracy than the short stroke, its sampling frequency can be
much smaller. This opens up the possibility of an improved
accuracy-cost trade-off by using a multi-rate approach.
3 Approach
The research in this paper focuses at multi-rate feedfoward
controller design, since for motion applications feedforward
constitutes the largest part of the system’s control input.
For multi-rate feedback controller design see, for example,
[4]. In the developed framework, multi-rate systems are
described using the finite-time/lifting framework [1]. The
framework is used for norm-based feedforward controller
optimization along the lines of [5]. Initial results, including
simulations of the dual stage case study, are reported in [6].
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Figure 1: The performance/cost-effectiveness trade-off observed
in classical control can be enhanced by use of multirate control: I) higher performance for equal cost; or
II) same level of performance for lower cost.

Multi-rate control has a strong potential in many motion
control problems, including dual stages, sampled-data control [1], master/slave configurations [2], thermo-mechanical
applications, and non-equidistant sampling [3].
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Although a large number of theoretical issues have been
solved, the design of multi-rate controllers is by no means
straightforward. Indeed, multi-rate systems are LPTV (linear, periodically time-varying), so common design techniques for LTI systems are not directly applicable. The aim
of this research is to develop a systematic design framework
for multi-rate control. The framework is demonstrated in the
context of wafer scanner systems.
2 Case study: dual stage in wafer scanner systems
Wafer scanner systems perform a key role in the automated
production of integrated circuits (ICs). An important aspect
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